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(SEM. IV)THEORYEXAMINATION2~1O-11

NETWORK~ANALYSISAND SYNTHESIS
,
[Time: 3 Hours Total Marks: 100
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Note Attemptall questions. Each questico~ ~~!,ries
equal marks.

9' t.·
Answer any THREE parts of the foll.owing :-

•. . (3x62/
3
=20)

(a)D~fine the following tenns :-

(i) Tree

(ii} Co-tree

(iii) Cutset

(iv), Incidence matrix

(v) Planer"and non-planer graph.

(b) A reducedip-:-cidence matrix (If a graph IS given
by



(c) Define f-cutset matrix and develop thef-cutset matrix
of network shown in Fig. 1 (c).

(d) Show that f-c~tset and f-Ioop matrix:a~orth-ogonal to
each other.

-(e) Draw graph of the network showJ;lin Fig. I (e). Also
write down tie set matrix.
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2. Answer any THREE parts of the following :-

(3x62/3=20)

(a) Define Thevenin's theorem and Superposition theorem.

Also enlist limitations of each.

(b) State maximum powe~· transfer .theorem. Also prove

that in any netWork efficiency of the system will be
I '. ._

(c). Determine the current through the branch AS of

v 'the network shown in Fig. 2 (c) using Millman's

-theorem.



(d) Write advantages of star-delta transformation in circuit
analysis. Also find Qut the values of r~sistanceRI' ~
and ~ in a network shown in Fig. 2 (d) using star-
delta transformat,ion.

(e) Using superposition theorem, detenninethe current
flowing through AB?in 2 n resistor. ~--.,........•
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3. Answer any TWOparts"of the following :-
(2xIO=20)

"

(a) If 2 two-p'ortnetworks are connected in parallel, show
that resultilIitY~parameters are the sum of corre'sponding
Y-param~!_~r'~of 2 networks.

(b) For ~ two~'PQrtIi~twotk, Z-parameters are Z\1 = 50 n,
Z12 = Z2I";:=2~.Q ,and '1:22= 30 n.
ComputeABCDJparameters of network. .

(c) Obtain ~rparl;lmeters of the network shown In
Fig. 3 (c) ..

4. Answer any TWO parts of the fQllo~ing :~
(2 xl 0::::20)

Explain. -R.¢uth~Hurwitzcriterion for'-stability assessment
~=;;.- !. - . ~

of the sysJ~II1.AIs9 check,stability of the system with
characteii~ti~ equation :

255 :+ s~+ 6s3 + 3si + s + 1 = O.



I(s) = 5s ~
. (s+1)(s2+4s+8)

(c) Calculate open-circuit transfer impedance ViII- and
open-circuit voltage r~tio V 2N I for a: ladder network
shown in Fig. 4 (c).
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Answer any TWOcparts of toe followirig :~

(2xIO=20)

'(a) Define posit!ve·(eaJ. fUric~i~n.Also write conditions for
positive realfl~ss:of lIW·· func'tion.

Checkgiveri pol)rnom.ial pes) is' Hurwitz or not?
Where

pes) = S7 + 2s6, + 2s5 + S4 +4s3 + 8s2 + 8s + 4..
(b) . Explain the advantages of activeAilter in comparison

.to passive filter.



Also realise the network yes) using Cauer I and
II form, where

2
Yes) = 4s +6s

s+1

(c) Determine cut-off frequency of each high-pass filters
sho~n in Fig. 5 (c) (i) and 5 (c) (ii).
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